
Karangahape Loop Dickey Flats 
        

Topo50 Map: BC35 Paeroa                             NZTM   GPS: NZTM on WGS84       

How to get to START: 

 Leaving Taupo head north on SH1 to Tirau then over through Matamata 
to Paeroa. From Paeroa follow SH2 towards Waihi to reach 
Karangahape and 3-4km after this turn off right to Swetman Road. Turn 
off at the second left to Dickey Flats Road and head for the carpark at 
the camp ground at the end of the road.. 

 The location of the tramp can be seen opposite in the middle upper part 
of  sheet BC36 

Rough description: A walk of 4 - 6 hours including coffee / tea stops and 

lunch break and all dependent on fitness level and route followed. Choices 

on the outward route going N or S of the Karangahape Trig starting at Dickey 

Flat Road to get to the tourist hub at Karangahape then follow the 

Karangahape Walkway back to Dickey Flat Road. As mapped the route 

shown follows the Dubbo Track which passes below the trig on the northern 

slopes then follows the Karangahape Walkway down the Waitawheta River 

back to the starting point taking in the Tunnels of the Windows Walk on the 

way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Detail: From the campsite follow the obvious trail to cross a bridge (WP0194masl) and reach a junction in 10min or so 

(WP0291masl) where there is a boot-wash station and signs showing the start of the Dubbo Track uphill to the left – this is clayey 

and root infested. This is a steady ascent with a few features like a mines warning notice (WP06192masl) to reach a junction 

(WP07272masl) where left continues to ascend towards the trig so go right on the wide, pleasant easy grade track. The first of 

several old mine shafts can be noted in just under 2 hours (WP09233masl) then meet and go left on County Road (WP10170masl). 

At a gate on the road note another boot-cleaner (WP1396masl) on the right, follow the track downhill behind the boot-cleaner. This 

is pleasant track and leads to the “tourist” hub with shelter, bridges and a coffee house across SH2. 

  
 

 

This area makes a good lunch spot then it is back over the larger newish bridge and then the older one as well to arrive at some 

steps (WP1836masl) and signs for the Windows Walk which passes through several old mining tunnels so torches and care are 

required. At the end of the tunnels (WP2270masl) there is a flight of stairs down to the track which follows the river. This track is a 

very easy pleasant walk and it follows the water pipe that fed the mining area. After about 2km there is a well-used swimming 

“hole” in the river and a tunnel (WP2388masl) with water flowing through it can be seen just before entering a long, dark, wet 

tunnel with tricky footwork due to rockiness. From the end of this tunnel (WP2498masl) it is only 300 odd metres to the starting 

point at Dickey Flats carpark passing the first boot-wash on the way and crossing the bridge over the Waitawheta river 

  
 



 

 

 
Notes: 

 

 GPS Garmin 62sc 

 WP = Waypoint as taken by GPS unit 

 masl = metres above sea level) 

 


